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1. How many senators made up the Roman Republic?
2. Where did Constantine move the capital?
3. Who was Attila an emperor of?
4. What is the geographical area in a church called?
5. Who was Odoacer?
6. Who were the invading people that forced foreigners into the Roman Empire
borders?
7. What is inflation?
8. The “anointed one”, … in Judaism, a deliverer and ruler of Israel, promised
by God and expected by the Jews to one day come is called a(n)
_________.

9. Who did the Edict of Milan grant freedom of worship to?
10. What does patriarchal mean?
11. Who is the head person of the church?
12. The Roman Republic allowed the Romans to have a system of…
13. Why were the farmers forced to abandon their land?
14. What did Latifundias cause an increase in?
15. To ensure that Octavian would become sole emperor who did he kill?
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16. Who started and organized a slave revolt that required two legions to
suppress?

17. Roman justice system of common principles states that…
18. The Romans treated ___________ much like the European settlers of
America treated the Native Americans.

19. Roman engineers were best at developing…
20. Why was Julius Caesar assassinated?
21. Who was the person that compiled medical practices into an encyclopedia?
22. You would find an example of satirize if you watched what late night
television show on Saturdays?

23. During the philosophical change that had occurred in the Roman Empire the
Romans became much more?

24. What form of government is this… Officials are expected to act on their
own best judgment of the needs and interests of the country?

25. What form of government is this… Directly reflect the known or
ascertained views of their constituents / voter, sometimes subordinating /
setting aside their own judgment?

26. What is an insulas?
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27. What are the economic causes, which lead to the decline of the Roman
Empire?
28. What are the environmental issues, which lead to the decline of the Roman
Empire?
29. What were Diocletian’s efforts to save the falling Roman Empire?
30. What were Constantine’s efforts to save the falling Roman Empire?
31. How did the Romans defend their borders from the Germanic?
32. What caused the people to invade the Roman Empire?
33. What are the military causes, which lead to the decline of the Roman
Empire?
34. Why was Jesus of Nazareth crucified?
35. Why was Paul of Tarsus able to quickly move throughout the Roman
Empire?
36. Why did Constantine move the capital city?
37. What Christian church member controls a diocese?
38. What region of the Roman Empire lasted for a 1,000 years after the fall of
the Roman Empire?

39. The New Testament is made up of mostly…
40. Who captured Jesus of Nazareth and then later crucified him on a cross?
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41. What other religion was Christianity based on?
42. What were Pompey’s and Julius Caesar’s philosophical views towards the
Roman government?

43. Who was the Roman equivalent to the Greek god Zeus?
44. What is a Roman legion?
45. What was the Roman Republic made up of?
46. Who did the Tribune of Plebes fight to better rights for?
47. What does a “veto” do?
48. What were the foundation of Judaism and Christianity?
49. What is the Old Testament about?
50. Who finally conquered the Roman Empire / Byzantine?

